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Design Security Doors – feeling safe

without sacrificing aesthetics

Behind each door there is a unique and unrepeatable story: a family, teens, kids

who grow up, timeless emotions and small everyday details. These are the

stories that inspire a continuous search for quality and innovation, resulting in a

process that combines research, experimentation, art, design, production

control.

ALIAS doors ensure excellent performance from anti-burglary efficacy to acoustic

insulation. They are tested for 50,000 openings, the equivalent of 30 years of

absolute security.

DREAM is the security

door specifically designed

for interiors and in

particular for bedrooms.

With its unique structure

and adaptability, Dream

can be included in every

kind of housing project

and adapts to any frame

and inner door panels. It

can take the shape of any

interior door without

being intrusive and

ensures your safety with

absolute discretion.
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section Design

FLAT COLLECTION is a system

created to make each place

unique and to give space a new

design dimension.

The particular framework of the

door profile ensures a reduction

of thermal transmittance till a

value of 1,0 W/M2K. A unique

product, with an innovative

personality and top insulation

performances.

MAGMA is the fire rated door structure certified

according to EN 1634-1. It is available in different

version with fire resistance up to EI290.

WING WALL is the only flush to the

wall security door, perfectly

coplanar to the internal wall. It is

also available in EI260 fire resistant

version.

The innovative Wing series (WING

BOISERIE, WING ALI, WING STORE)

permits to create an infinite

number of compositional solutions.

The door panel can be extended to

a coplanar boiserie, to side

moveable wings or to a wardrobe

giving an idea of continuity so that

the house entrance will acquire a

new identity suitable for the most

elegant spaces. Wing series

perfectly combines beauty and

functionality, the safety of a

security door mixed with the

beauty of real furniture for the

home entrance.

New DEFENDER gratings

have been designed to

protect houses combining

class 3 certified anti-

burglary features with

harmony and style. They

can be customised with

different finishes and

technical options to

satisfy all Customers’

requests.


